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11.11.12 
Bible school opening: 
Puppet show 
Ps 121: read, review, and... 
Ps 121 is the neighbor dropping by, according to E Peterson who tells us 
that we're doing it wrong; the piece of godly literature memorized 
reminding us that our help cannot be found in a place but a person. It's 
the truth that reminds us that our life hid in Christ is constant and meant to 
be lived out consistently, with the same help from God suitable for major 
Sunday crisis of life, eternity and redemption  as is readily available for our 
cries for help with car crashes on Tuesday. The Christian life is lived out 
daily on the crooked and straight roads of life and along the way to God, we 
find that his Sinless Son, and righteous Spirit are walking with us, 
assisting when we stumble, pointing out the potholes along the way and 
reminding us of that not all roads lead to our desired destination. He is 
there, not distant but declared, not by chance or whimsy faith but by his 
power and by His Words. 
MORNING WORSHIP: 
Call to Worship: Ps 121 
Welcome of visitors: 
Family of the week:  
Confession and prayer: 
Dear Heavenly Father... We come to you in godly fear, compelled to 
worship by hearts made tender but cautious in our steps because of hands 
that find themselves unclean... 
The nature of our need is all encompassing 
The level of our disobedience is horrific  
The specifics of our rebellion appear but legitimate ends in our own mind, 
to an end goal that is only ours. It is Lord, all to often Lord, a world you are 
never part of, but one that seeks your approval any way... 
Prayer: 
Luann Brush: pain in her knee 
Mary Victor: Surgery 
Wedding of Larry and Judy 
Our budget that lies before us for the new year and the challenges in front 
of us for this one. 
For Carol Martin, Bev Armstrong, Bob Clemons, and the unspoken 
requests. 
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For new members, the families of our recent baptisms and the family of the 
ones to come 
For skate church and youth church, and the unchurched at Awana.  
--- 
THE MESSAGE 
Title: And yes, there is an antidote 
Intro: I served in the military during a time that assumed the potential for 
nuclear, biological and chemical warfare and the fear of active nerve agents 
was real. So it shouldn't surprise you to learn that we were regularly 
schooled in the use of atropine as an antidote for common nerve agents 
thought to be in use by the enemies of the United States. The atropine was 
administered through very compact one dosage injectors carried by 
individual troops. When injected into the meaty part of the thigh, the 
antidote was dispersed throughout the body. With this as a backdrop 
then, 
Premise: Discovering the antidote for the disease (self- righteousness) 
that we have been discussing, puts me on track toward the long-term cure!  
Transition: Rejoicing in The Lord for his finished work in our lives 
overwhelms any value in putting a personal trust in the stuff of my own 
efforts, no matter how much I have come to believe that more work is better 
than little. 
The underlying theme then is the value of such a relationship. Paul's 
assessment: 
(7) but whatever things were gain--- these were counted as loss. 
What were the many, when reflecting upon his achievements, were all 
rolled into one large Loss! Many gains, but nothing carried over to the 
credit side.... One very large debt load! 
(8) More yet! I count everything a worthless excrement, vulgar 
and distasteful, in view of the surpassing value of knowing Christ Jesus, 
my Lord. The Savior, sovereign king, and Lord of chapter 2 has now 
become, Christ Jesus, my Lord! 
Transition: how that surpassing value is understood and dispensed is the 
key to the effectiveness of the antidote!  
How then to understand the antidote? Think of it in terms of... 
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KNOWING HIM! Knowing the real Christ in a real way, in real time, with 
real experiences.  
(9) May it turn out to be: 

• The goal of life truly invested in experiencing Christ in his fullness... 
No smoke, no mirrors. 

• A righteousness not resulting from moral law keeping. 
• Coming to him by experience that can only be achieved by being like 

him. 
THE POWER OF HIS RESURRECTION 
(10) Operating to transform the lifeless body of the Savior into the 
victorious body of our Lord! It's the power behind the movement of 
limbs, that twitch that opens the eye, that rush of oxygen filling 
the lungs, blood pushing through the smallest capillaries of the 
extremities, someone laid to rest, dead, now sprung to life: 
warm, breathing, and alive.  
R. Kent Hughes notes,  
" the initial tell tale signs of knowing Christ is the power of the 
resurrection-- the joy of new life in Christ, the resiliency and 

buoyancy that comes from Spiritual resurrection, holy 
abandon in serving Him" 

The picture coalescing in Paul's mind is the principle illuminated in 
Ephesians 2. / 2 Cor. 4:6 
Transition: Ok, we've dispensed 2.injections... Now for the third! 
THE FELLOWSHIP OF HIS SUFFERINGS 
The joint participation in his sufferings become the union card of believers 
in the new age of the church: Acts 14:22, and now.  
• Suffering is now understood as the privilege of those in Christ rather 

than some particular punishment dolled out by divinity as some diabolical 
cosmic prank.  

• Knowing either the power of the resurrection or this fellowship in the 
absence of the other is unlikely... 

Certainly if we have experienced the power associated with his 
resurrection , we are primed for the suffering that will likely find us... 
Trans: and finally,  
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THE CONFORMITY WITH HIS DEATH 
(10) the posture of Jesus in chapter 2... 
That he (Paul) would be brought to the point in his inner life and the 
outward expression of that life to be like his Lord: specifically: Christ dying 
to self...in taking up in himself humanity, He surrendered his own will for 
the will of the Father and the sacrifice of death. 
Trans: with the goal- 
Present 
That he might experience a "resurrection-out" from among the dead.  As 
one man writes,  
That I may give the spiritually dead a preview of eternal life in action as I 

am standing up outstanding among those who were spiritually on their 
backs-- spiritually dead-- put another way-- As I walk your streets, as I 

walk into your home, as I walk into your stores, as I walk into your 
offices, as I mingle among the sons of men, I want to be so living for 

Christ, so outstanding  for him that you can see that I am a living one 
among the dead ones, (Boice: pg. 188) 

The kind of resurrection unpacked in Ephesians 2:4-8... 
Not future, but present, with the burden in view as be passes from his 
alienated state of death and darkness to his redeemed state of life and 
light. 
Future: 
(12) Room for improvement  
The goal, not yet reached, the journey not yet concluded and the finish line 
not yet secured. 
To lay hold of:  
The physical picture of a defensive football player catching his man and 
once secured, pulling him down 
This one thing: 
To do? What he had earlier depended upon? (3:5-6) 
Forgetting completely... Not checking his competitors 
Getting after e goal: stretching for the tape... Seeing the finish 
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Applications: 
This one thing  
1. I will cherish a little more earnestly my relationship with my Lord. Do 

you own it? 
2. I will measure my part with His resurrection and sufferings. Is my life 

lived out in the power of His resurrection and in partnership with His 
sufferings? 

3. I will finish the race with Jesus in sight... Stretching forward to win the 
prize. When did second place, or average become an option? 

The name, William Borden may not set off bells in your head but as a 
successful Yale graduate many years ago, he had the world all in front of 
him then. 
He chose, much to the dismay of many of his fellow students, who 
wondered about his career choices,  the mission field, and even worse, set 
his sights on the field of China. After but a short time on the field of service 
and without ever reaching China, he contracted a fatal disease and died-- 
no China, no converts, no stories... but next to his bed they discovered a 
short last will and testament.. 
No Reserve, No retreat, and no regrets... Can you do better?  
Will the person who shares your eulogy be able to say that of you? 
----- 
PM service 
The specifics of the power of His resurrection 
An assurance in our immortality: 1 Cor. 15:14; Romans 8:11 
In the triumphed over sin: Romans 4:24 
In the dignity of the body: 1 Cor. 6:13 
In stimulating the moral and spiritual life 
Gal 2:20 
Romans 6:4 
Col. 2:12 
Ephesians. 2:5 
  
  


